By Joe-Jim of Pork Circus

Always read each incantation err slide
aloud and verbatim!
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Microsoft PowerPoint – A Brief History
PowerPoint was originally developed by Forethought, Inc. in 1987,
and bought by Microsoft that same year
It was officially released in 1990, after the completion of 3-year ritual
to summon Satan Mekratrig to bless the launch of Windows 3.0
The ritual featured Microsoft’s annual reading of the
Novem Porte de Umbrarum Regni
Steve Ballmer himself sealed the Pact
by running up and down the stage shouting,
“LET IT BE SO!!!” whilst dousing himself in
gasoline
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Microsoft PowerPoint – Did you Know?
PowerPoint backwards is, “TniopRewop,” which is Ancient Sumerian
for “Kitten Rapist”
PowerPoint’s power level is over 9,000
The first stable version of PowerPoint was v1.666
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Microsoft PowerPoint – Tips and Tricks
Slathering your entire body in thick layer of Oreo cream filling is proof
against most Microsoft PowerPoint-based spells. Crisco works too, but
makes it harder to grip a wireless presentation remote
It’s best to begin each presentation by proclaiming, “I’m the Queen of
FRANCE!” This frightens and confuses your audience, and ensures that they
stay seated throughout the entire ordeal
PowerPoint cannot be killed by conventional weapons, so it’s best to keep
it appeased by feeding it gravel…and digital media
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Microsoft PowerPoint – Easter Eggs
Pressing CTRL + ALT and Clicking the ‘π’ symbol in lower left-hand
corner of a Mozart’s Ghost-themed presentation gives Sandra Bullock
the power of Epilepsy! (probably)
Clicking Help > About while holding down QWERTY and chanting,
“Vellem autem esse CONDITANEUS a farciminis!” backwards replaces
the PowerPoint Logo with a naked picture of Ernest Borgnine
Reaching 666th slide of any presentation causes PowerPoint to kill a
kitten (read your Bible, son!)
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Microsoft PowerPoint – FAQ
Is PowerPoint really and truly the Devil? For reals, yo?
Yes.
Why does everyone use PowerPoint?
Because the Devil made them do it!
How many clicks does it take to get to the center of a PowerPoint presentation?
Three.
Are there any limits to what you can do with PowerPoint?
Present what thou wilt shall be the whole of the PowerPoint!

Will PowerPoint get me laid?
Yes, but only if you use the Ernest Borgnine Easter Egg as described
in slide 7.
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Microsoft PowerPoint – FAQ, continued…
Will the script for “Big Trouble in Little China II” be written on
PowerPoint?
Indeed!
If I use PowerPoint too often, will I go blind?
No, but do it in private, and be sure to wash your hands afterwards.
What are some alternatives to PowerPoint?
Get the hell out of here, Edward Tufte!!!
What does PowerPoint do on and/or to your computer when not in use?
PowerPoint spends most of it’s time flying around different sectors of your
hard drive, but sometimes it stabs other applications.
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Microsoft PowerPoint – FAQ, continued…
Under what circumstances should I not use PowerPoint?
You should always use PowerPoint for every presentation, no matter how crazy or
against the law it is. Unless you’re Sasquatch. If you are Sasquatch the rules are
different.
What were you wearing when you wrote this FAQ?
Well I wasn’t wearing pants…
Will I go to hell after viewing this presentation?
We’ll go together, Jimmy. We’ll go together.

How does Pork Circus know so much about PowerPoint?
Through background and through trainin’ from an old Chinese master.
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This presentation was created by Joe-Jim of PorkCircus.com…in about 6 hours*.
* This may or not have been concocted for the soul [sic] (see what I did there? Get it LOL) purpose of making a joke on Twitter.
If you don’t think I’d spend hours, even DAYS putting something like this together just because I thought some random folks on
the interwebs might think it’s funny, you don’t know me very well!
Love,
Joe-Jim

Microsoft, PowerPoint and other copyrighted/trademarked material
herein are the property of their respective owners, and used for parody
purposes only, as allowed by section 107 of the US Copyright Law.
This is a work of fiction and should not be taken seriously by ANYONE!

- Joe-Jim
www.porkcircus.com

